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PINPOINT stellt die wichtigsten Zusammenhänge für alle wesentlichen Aspekte nachhaltigen Bauens
in knapper und übersichtlicher Form dar, macht sie mit Hilfe von Rezepten, grafischen und
tabellarischen Hilfsmitteln umsetzbar, illustriert sie mit Beispielen und ergänzt sie mit praktischen
Hinweisen. Today, sustainable building means planning and producing structures that offer their
users a high degree of comfort while only requiring a small amount of energy to operate. This
entails: a high degree of thermal comfort, a good supply of daylight, good sound insulation with
respect to both external and internal sources of noise, good room acoustics, the avoidance of any
problems whatsoever with condensation or mold, and such a low energy requirement that
especially gentle and efficient methods can be used to meet the remaining demand. At first glance,
it might seem quite difficult to fulfill all these requirements. Taken together, the various textbooks
on building physics and building automation and the large number of EN and SIA standards now in
existence are more confusing than they are useful. By contrast, this manual presents the most
important information on all the key aspects of sustainable building in concise...
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It really is rally interesting throgh reading through period. Your way of life period will probably be convert
as soon as you total looking over this book.
-- Ms. K ir stin O 'K on-- Ms. K ir stin O 'K on

A top quality publication and also the font employed was interesting to learn. It is really simplistic but excitement within the fi y percent from the book. Its
been designed in an remarkably basic way in fact it is only following i finished reading this pdf where in fact changed me, modify the way i believe.
-- Ra chel Stiedem a nn-- Ra chel Stiedem a nn
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